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‘For the Amrit Kaal, the next phase of Ease of Doing Business EODB 2.0 
and Ease of Living, will be launched’

As addressed by our Hon’ble Finance Minister, the epicenter of Union Budget 2022 was mainly to provide impetus 
to ‘Ease of Doing Business, Ease of Living, AtmaNirbhar Bharat and Make in India’ movement. Withdrawal 
of customs duty exemption on varied imported goods, automation of procedures under Import of Goods at 
Concessional Rate of Duty Rules, 2017 (IGCR Rules), new SEZ legislation by September 2022, extension 
of timelines for availing ITC, reporting of Credit Notes, rectification in GST returns etc. to November 30 of 
succeeding financial year are few steps flowing in line with above stated objectives. 

Parallelly, to curb litigation, Government has retrospectively made Directorate of Revenue Intelligence (DRI), 
Preventive & Audit officers as ‘Proper Officer’ to enable them to undertake investigations, issue notices etc. to 
essentially over-rule Supreme Court ruling in case of Canon India. This amendment has validated proceedings 
initiated by DRI in past. Going forward, these officers will undertake inquiry, investigation etc. and thereafter 
transfer case to jurisdictional officer for issuance of SCN, Order etc.

Above proposals are fraction of total Indirect Tax proposals in Budget 2022. Much to everyone’s surprise, other 
proposals stand contrary to aforesaid objectives by multiplying hardships for taxpayers. Through this Article, let 
us walk through proposals adding hindrances in ease of doing business.

Customs:

Validity of Customs Advance ruling will be restricted to 3 years. This is a regressive move as it will necessitate 
taxpayers to seek advance ruling again even without change in facts or law. Undoubtedly, risk of having adverse 
ruling in future will stay forever and will add to uncertainty for taxpayers’ community. Also, fate of transactions 
occurring post expiry of validity of Advance Ruling till pronouncement of fresh Advance Ruling is unclear. This 
move will significantly dilute Advance Ruling mechanism as an effective Alternate Dispute Resolution Mechanism. 

GST:

The USP of launch of GST as a progressive Indirect Taxation system back in 2017 was ‘seamless flow of 
credit’. Initially, the Government proposed matching concept in GST return system i.e., two-way communication 
between supplier and recipient for availment of ITC. However, with passage of time, ‘seamless flow of credit’ 
started fading away with numerous amendments brought in GST law. Finally, Government has now shelved 
off two-way matching concept. This necessitates proper matching of GSTR-1/2B with GSTR-3B by taxpayers. 
Recent amendment of matching invoices with GSTR-2B (without any buffer) effective January 2022 also says it 
aloud.  

The existing conditions of recipient to ensure payment of tax by supplier and communication of invoices in GSTR-
2B for availment of ITC comes with its own set of challenges including constitutional validity of these conditions. 
This is evident from various writs filed by taxpayers before the Constitutional Courts and pre-GST jurisprudence. 
Instead of addressing these issues, the Government sprinkled salt on burn by adding more rigorous conditions 
for availment of ITC in this Budget. 

It is proposed that recipient cannot avail ITC on invoices reflected as restricted in GSTR-2B. While proposed 
provision of communicating ITC as restricted is full of practical & legal challenges, expecting recipient to avail ITC 
only where its supplier receives clean chit from the Government is an impossible task. Say if supplier defaults 
in paying tax or does not pay full tax or avails credit higher than prescribed limit, recipient cannot avail ITC on 
invoices reported by such supplier. In nutshell, recipient shall suffer loss of ITC for non-compliances on part of its 
supplier or supplier’s supplier. This is a vicious cycle wherein ITC can be questioned if just one supplier defaults 
in entire supply chain. Surprisingly, the Government has completely ignored bona fide recipients by keeping 



them in same boat as of fraudulent recipients.

To make ITC availment more stringent, the Government has proposed to restrict filing of GSTR-3B if GSTR-1 
and GSTR-3B are not filed for same / previous tax period. 

Also, interest rate on wrongly availed and utilized ITC has been retrospectively reduced to 18%. This is indeed 
a welcome change. However, one needs to ponder whether taxpayers who paid 24% interest, can claim refund 
of differential amount or not. Further, there were disputes in past regime where term ‘wrongly’ was interpreted by 
the Courts as ‘credit availed by means of fraud / misrepresentation / suppression of facts’. It would be interesting 
to see how the Courts interpret ‘wrongly’ under GST regime.

Concluding Remarks:

With so many restrictions, conditions and multiple compliances under Indirect Tax regime, the Authors feel that 
the Government is only focusing on collecting more and more taxes without realizing hardships for taxpayers. 
Evidently, this Budget is not aimed at simplification and Ease of Doing Business. 
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